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We respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri People of the Kulin Nation, who 
are the Traditional Owners of the land on which Swinburne’s Australian 
campuses are located in Melbourne’s east and outer-east, and pay our 
respect to their Elders past, present and emerging.

We are honoured to recognise our connection to Wurundjeri Country, 
history, culture, and spirituality through these locations, and strive to ensure 
that we operate in a manner that respects and honours the Elders and 
Ancestors of these lands.

We also respectfully acknowledge Swinburne’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander staff, students, alumni, partners and visitors.

We also acknowledge and respect the Traditional Owners of lands across 
Australia, their Elders, Ancestors, cultures, and heritage, and recognise the 
continuing sovereignties of all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Nations.
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Some acronyms

OA = open access (mostly specific to research publishing)

OER = open educational resources (supporting curriculum/teaching)

RIMS = research information management system (also ROMS)

Related:

ERA = Excellence in Research Australia (benchmarking)

EI = research engagement and impact

RI = research income (funding/grants etc)

NTRO = non-traditional research objects



Swinburne Research 

Bank:
timeline and context



Future…
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a bit of 
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foundation

Timeline: Swinburne’s institutional repository

Research Bank is currently structured as:
Team leader (me) 0.8 EFT
+
service and manual content support    ~ 0.8 EFT
systems and batch process support      ~ 0.4 EFT



Swinburne’s current RIMS ecosystem is duplicated
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A process and systems 

mapping exercise in 2018 

highlighted all the RIMS 

pain points:

all of them.



Communicating and supporting OA
OER versus OA 

Apples and oranges and comfort zones



Library support for OER
- for curriculum and teaching -

is (largely) about
assisting with access to resources.

This is a comfort zone, for most academic 
librarians. We know how to do this.



But:

supporting OA for publishing researchers
requires learning new/different/specialised skillsets

and involves interacting with/lobbying/educating 

the scarier parts of the university



?



Swinburne Open Science Task Force 
Survey: Summary of survey findings

• The first step for the Swinburne Open Science 
Taskforce

• Convened by the DVC to generate 
recommendations for

“how Swinburne as an institution can most 
productively engage with open sciences practices”

See http://hdl.handle.net/1959.3/461442
And additional project documentation at https://osf.io/vpwf7/

http://hdl.handle.net/1959.3/461442
https://osf.io/vpwf7/


Swinburne Open Science Survey:
Perceived Importance & Reported Experience

n = 194

n = 191
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Articulating, 
advocating and 
supporting…

Some examples



we made our 
deposit form as 
contextual and 
simple to use 
as possible
(because we could, with 
OpenEquella)









Meetings with 
deans: tools for 
communication



Meetings with 
deans: tools for 
communication



Now and into the future

A Great Big RIMS project
• Migration, integration, de-duplication

• A new integrated repository

• More capacity for RD support

• Embedded funder/grants > OA compliance workflows and reporting

• … in time for ERA 2023!

Library 2021 ‘top priority’ strategic 
planning: a focus on OA
• An OA communications strategy

• New services including DOI minting

• Rolling out the CAUL Read&Publish Agreements

• Better, stronger, embedded engagement with OA stakeholders
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